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A blow to the head or the dramatic acceleration and deceleration that occur in a serious car crash

can cause a traumatic injury to the brain. At their most serious, these events are critical and life

threatening, but even a mild incident can cause problems with memory, communication, and mental

focus. WhatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s worse, this kind of cognitive function loss often causes other psychological

symptoms like depression and low self-esteem. Fortunately, there are things anyone can do to

recover from a mild traumatic brain injury, get back lost cognitive ability, and restore a healthy frame

of mind.If you or someone you love has suffered a mild traumatic brain injury, this engaging

workbook will help you:  Learn the causes and symptoms of MTBI Understand the brain injury

recovery timeline Manage medical care and set realistic goals for recovery Recover memory,

communication, and visuospatial ability Cope with related symptoms like depression, anxiety, and

low self-esteem
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“This book is just a small demonstration of MasonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ability to use research in an

effort to help teach professionals about traumatic brain injury and cognitive disorders. I am sure his

peers will be interested in this piece of written work, as it contains credible content that accurately

reflects the future of cognitive therapy.Ã¢â‚¬Â•  Ã¢â‚¬â€•Paul M. Johns, director of rehabilitation

and brain injury rehabilitation services at the Brain Injury Rehabilitation Center at Orlando Regional

Sand Lake Hospital



Your Program for Regaining Cognitive Function and Overcoming Emotional Pain From the author of

The Memory Workbook How to: Ã‚Â· Recognize the symptoms Ã‚Â· Assess the damage Ã‚Â·

Recover brain function Ã‚Â· Improve memory and learning Ã‚Â· Increase attention span Ã‚Â· Cope

with depression and anxiety Ã‚Â· Regain self-esteem A specialist in cognitive impairments offers

sufferers of mild traumatic brain injury the only workbook designed to help them overcome

emotional pain and regain their mental capabilities.

I suffered a TBI in Afghanistan after an explosion, and this little book made me feel better, because

it was something i could actually do and work towards. The doctors talking and doing x rays never

help, no medication helps. This helps the mind feel more at ease, like there's something you can do

to help.

This helped me understand where I was after a TBI the end of 2014. When faced with that & doctors

that send you from the hospital with prescriptions and doctors appointments for everything EXCEPT

your brain injury you get really concerned. I followed it and took the quizzes to learn where I was

back then.It didn't fix things BUT it did help me understand.

i am so glad that i was able to have this book as it has helped me with my injury and the effects that

i have to deal with on a daily bases and how to get normal again. i still after two and a half years of

the injury, am still dealing with so many effects from the hit on the head from a 2x6 frame that fell off

of the wall at my place of work, that i am still recovering and it is still a daily bases to go on with.I

thank Dr. Mason for having this book out on the market and letting me have the opportunity to find it

to help me recover with also.

Its a workbook designed for mild TBI patients to help enhance their cognitive based therapy at

home. Perfect for soldiers diagnosed! I would for sure recommend this item!

This book was a godsend during the first few weeks of my MTBI (in terms of diagnosing my

particular struggles, as well as helping me better understand an injury the doctors weren't doing a

good job of explaining. A few months out, it continues to inform my treatment, recovery, and

communications with those involved in my care.I'm really trying to choose just one or two things that

were particularly helpful, but everything - from the explanations to the practices to the



self-assessments and goal setting - was always just what I needed, in ways I appreciate more and

more as my case goes on.

This is a good book to use with patients who are trying to understand their brain injury. It provides

the basics and plenty of material for discussion.

I had brain surgery in November and noticed several of my therapists using this book as a resource.

So, I ordered my own copy. I enjoy doing the various exercises throughout, along with my usual

exercises on Lumosity. I actually found the book to be more or a 'textbook' than a 'workbook'.

i have a moderate traumatic brain injury and thought seeing the word mildthat the book would be too

easy. not so. dr mason clearly states infoon traumatic brain injury and has exercises for one to do.i

waited a yr for this book. and i agree with dr mason in doing theexercises in the order of the book.

better yet get some tracing paperand cover the exercises so you can go back and do them again

andagain. the mazes are not too easy...in fact i had to start at the beginninggo to teh middle and

then go to the finish and work my way back.th anks again dr mason
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